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 Summary  
Social media is a form of communication based on the internet 
to share information through content and images. Their choice 
of profile images and type of image they post can be closely 
connected to their personality. The user posted images are 
designated as personality traits. The objective of this study is to 
predict five factor model personality dimensions from profile 
images by using deep learning and neural networks. Developed 
a deep learning framework-based neural network for personality 
prediction. The personality types of the Big Five Factor model 
can be quantified from user profile images. To measure the 
effectiveness, proposed two models using convolution Neural 
Networks to classify each personality of the user. Done 
performance analysis among two different models for efficiently 
predict personality traits from profile image. It was found that 
VGG-69 CNN models are best performing models for producing 
the classification accuracy of 91% to predict user personality 
traits. 
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1. Introduction 

 
     Thousands of people around the world will use social 

media to communicate and establish relationships. Social 
Networking Sites (SNS) are indeed rapidly Influencing 
people's everyday lives has become a major global stage 
for social interaction. Users choose profile pictures of 
their choice; they share their regular lives through text or 
photos on social media sites. With the recent development 
in technology and access of mobile phones and photos on 
the internet, social media has become wide spread. Social 
identity is a factor which determines how people interact 
with the outside globe. Personality can be seen as a 
significant characteristic of a person's behavior. In this 
research, we investigate how social media profile images 
differ on the basis of the user's personality.  
Psychological features of humans are predictable by using 
the image of the user significantly on their profile picture. 
Images and posts of the profile are conveyed to online 
participant of the user. The choice of a user's photo 
expresses a personality based on a five-factor model. 
Images are a popular form of self-expression on online 
social media sites [1].  With this phenomenon, what users 

have 
 shared in social media is an excellent resource  to 

understand their personality. The increasing popularity of 
images on social media sites is developing new 
opportunities for social network analysis. i.e., behavior 
analysis, human psychology factors, model prediction etc. 
People across the world can communicate effortlessly 
which gives them an opportunity to experience different 
cultures of the world. Deep neural networks in recent 
years [2], [3] produced outstanding findings on the 
different tasks of classifying image analysis, identification, 
etc. findings on various classification image analysis tasks 
[4], identification of objects [5], recognition of speech [6], 
processing of natural language [7], and etc. Personality 
features can be extracted from information sources as 
diverse as the use of social networks. [8]. The aim of this 
research is to predict the user’s personalities by selecting 
profile images posted by  the user in social media. Previous 
studies have shown that a profile image will also give useful 
information about a person. This research presents the deep 
neural network model for the selection of an appropriate 
personality using a profile image. 

 
2.  Literature Review 

 
Personality research is relevant to any context of 

decision making that involves understanding or prediction 
of social behavior. The latest work shows that there is a 
growing interest in this topic [8]– [9]. Character features 
were extracted from information sources as varied as 
voice and writing skills [10] including the use of online 
media. [11]– [12]. However, these personal data are not 
always accessible and require permission from the user; 
personal diaries cannot be obtained, their social 
networking activities cannot be monitored and reading 
private e-mail messages or reading conversations online. 
Human fingerprint activity, as well as the need for online 
records, has been observed in a variety of methods Also it 
includes sufficient personal data to classify one's 
characteristic and, in many cases,a quick way of 
measuring it, allowing users to combine the benefits of 
individuality with the segmentation process. Previous 
work has shown to have a single portrait image will also 
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contain valuable information from the person, such as the 
attractiveness of the face used during forecasting the IQ 
score [13] as well as facial expressions used as sentiment 
monitoring system [14]. On the basis of this fact, public 
persona surveys, images represent appropriate behavioral 
patterns [15], eident behavior has been evaluated with 
those great precision. [16]. As far as it is concerned, 
photographic images are indeed a potential source of 
information for the purposes of this task. Indeed, a 
specialized type of learning algorithm used as a source [17] 
of data for image processing that can automatically [18] 
learn how to extract useful features from an image using 
convolution neural networks. In this work, convolution 
neural network models are used to extract the features of 
an image which are necessary to evaluate the obvious 
character of Deep Neural Networks. [19] It is a hierarchy 
of big-five classifications that could help us categorize the 
features extracted from the 5 Personality Evaluation.: 
Openness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, 
Agreeableness, Extraversion [20]. Deep learning is indeed 
a representational learning method that effectively 
analyses the original data (e.g., images) as well as 
automatically understands the representations that can be 
made for object identification, image segmentation, or 
target categorization. Convolutions neural networks 
(CNNs) [5],[18] which have achieved success across the 
various tasks, are one of the most popular deep 
architectures. In view of image data as well as similarity 
annotations (or tags), the CNN architecture has been 
taught to create unified representations of the data that can 
be used for the robust target classification. [23]. Auto-
encoder is also an unsupervised learning commonly used 
for effective image processing. CNNs have become the 
most successful networks in any of these image 
classification tasks, but their last layers are very often 
chosen as the Soft-max multi-way feature that fits the 
target classes. Using a feature extractor, the network 
generates a modified representation of each input image 
that can be used for data analysis, such as the selection of 
features or the target classification. Mostly in a realistic 
situation, the information identified in relation to the 
assigned classifications is always obtained gradually 
above that, because training samples are difficult to collect 
and categorize. It also provides a sequential training 
framework for such data-set sequences to progressively 
enhance training sets related to categories, called 
incremental learning. We have proposed effective 
incremental inference learning for deep neural networks 
in this research. 

 
3. Personality Recognition 
 

  A Five-Factor Model (FFM) is based on five 
personality factors, often referred to as the OCEAN 
acronym for Openness, Consciousness, Extraversion, 

Agreeableness and Neuroticism. This allows an analysis 
of human public persona based on observations made 
from user profile images. Personality of an individual can 
vary depending on situations and thus labels have to be 
provided to traits. Big-Five model is used in identifying 
the personality of an individual. In this study, broad five-
factor model is chosen to measure personality types which 
identify the character of users into five entities such as 
OCEAN Extraverted people have generally become 
aggressive, self-assured, instead of being shy and 
introverted. They post bright images compared to 
conscientiousness. Agreeable individuals are 
communicative and courteous, instead of adversarial and 
arrogant. They post images in similar pattern in colors to 
extraversion. Conscientious people were indeed focused 
on tasks and precise, instead of being easily distracted as 
well as unorganized. They prefer posting photos of people 
rather than objects. Neurotic individuals are related to 
serious emotional responses. They are highest among all 
five traits in posting gray scale images.  Openness people 
have such a broad and narrow set of interests, are much 
more sensitive unlike oblivious with love and philosophy, 
and prefer novelty to schedule. Individuals with high 
openness are receptivity, and prefer creativity to routine. 
They post images with drawings. This study used 
classification analysis to determine the relationship 
between user personality. To address this problem, it is 
considered as multiclassification personality traits. We 
have applied two different convolution model based on 
VGG-69 for prediction accuracy of personality traits. 

 
    4. Prediction Recognition Techniques  
 
   The methodology of prediction uses multilabel 

classification analysis of deep learning. This architecture 
is suitable for image-based datasets because of the limited 
number of parameters and the reusability of the weights. 

 

 

Figure. 1 Deep Network Architecture 
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In Fig. 1 represents, the convolutional layer with a dot 
product is performed between two matrices, where one 
matrix is set of learnable parameters that is kernel (5 X 5) 
and the other matrix is restricted part of the receptive field. 
The Operation of the Convolution is to extract significant 
features of the information image. The conv-1 Layer is 
liable for extracting the Low-Level features. In conv-2, 
conv-3 and conv-4 these architecture layers extract the 
high-level features that will eventually help the network 
understand the images in the dataset. Padding is used to 
prevent over-fitting of a convoluted feature while trying 
to compare it to input. Max Pooling is also responsible for 
reduction of the dimensionality of the convoluted feature. 
It is also designed to reduce the computational power 
needed to deal with data processing by reducing 
dimensionality. In addition, this is useful for the extraction 
of the primary factors which are positional invariants, as a 
consequence, to retain up the process by training the 
model. While using max-pooling a maximum value from 
the image which is covered by kernel is returned. It also 
processes noise suppressant by which noisy activations 
are discarded and also de-noises along with a reduction. 
The image is flattened to the column vector only after 
converting the input to the proper form of a multi-level 
perceptron. Adding a fully-connected layer where non-
linear high-level combinations-key images were also 
recognized by a fully convolutional layer output. The 
same flattened data is entered into the deep net and the 
training algorithm has also been applied to all model 
training. 
 

 

 

Figure. 2 Deep Network Architecture 

In Fig. 2 architecture, the fully convoluted neural net 
model consists of three coevolutionary layers of 3 × 3 

kernel added to the max pooling (2X2) matrix, each with 
5 output dimensions formed together across fully 
connected layers of 246 neurons. The batch size is set to 
be 32. The coevolutionary and max pooling were also 
preceded by a dense, fully connected layer that observes 
the extracted features of the convolution model. A 
flattened layer between the convolution layers and the 
dense layer is used to reduce the feature maps. 
 
4.1 Feature Extraction 

 Feature extraction involves the extraction of a 
greater availability of knowledge from unprocessed image 
pixels which can be distinguished among classifications. 
Each image is compared, along with its predicted value 0 
and 1 as well as each characteristic (Openness, 
Extraversion, Neuroticism, Consciousness, 
Agreeableness,) and also by the variance with personality 
features across 10,152 images. Most photos on the profile 
include faces known to represent personality. For this 
study, we have obtained general image features such as 
basic color, image type and image pixels with hue, 
saturation, values measure for each personality traits. 
There are different models for color image processing One 
of which is the model hue, saturation, value (HSV). Image 
processing is the use of color-based processing. We used 
RGB, HSV standardized models for color analysis of 
image processing. One form of application of the HSV 
model is facial recognition.  
Color: RGB BASED content from details,  

 Image Type: Form of image we extract specific facial  
 characteristics for each profile pictures, for profile images 
 that contain faces exactly one face. 

Pixels: Raw pixels from images of all the 3 channels RGB 
has been used for the base model. All the images are of 
size 160*160. For building this model we used only a 
subset of 7075 images. So, the total of 160*160*3 = 76800 
features of pixels after flattening the images. Also 
measured hue, saturation, value for each personality traits. 
 
5.  Experiments and Results  

5.1 Dataset 

   The dataset used in this analysis consists of various 
images of social media user post from the open source 
IEEE-dataport.org. Approximately 10100 users have 
posted personality labelled images depending on the Five-
Factor Personality. This includes the Five personality 
scores given between 0 and 1 for each personality 
respectively, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, 
Extraversion, Openness, and Agreeableness. The same 
categorization of its data set with each type of personality 
is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure. 3. Distribution of dataset based on personality 

type 

 

 

  Figure. 4 Extraversion Images 

 
  Fig. 3 shows the personality distribution of the data 

set based on personality type with openness 17.7%, 
conscientiousness 11.4%, extraversion 21.3%, 
agreeableness 17.5% and neuroticism 19.0%.  Fig. 4 
show that the sample images of extraversion personality 
type. Similarly, we have identified sample images of each 
personality type. 

 

 

Figure. 5 RGB colour distribution of extraversion 

 

Figure. 6 RGB colour distribution of openness 

Figure. 7 RGB colour distribution of agreeableness 
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Figure. 8 RGB colour distribution of Conscientiousness 

 

 

Figure. 9 RGB colour distribution of Neuroticism  

 

In above figures, the RGB image is divided into 

three-coloured planes—Red, Green, and Blue. There are 

many of these colour images where the images exist—

Grayscale, RGB and HSV. Fig. 5 shows colour 

distribution of the sample 50 images for the personality 

type extraversion, RGB colour distribution of sample 50 

images for the personality type openness Fig. 6. Fig. 7 

shows colour distribution of sample 50 images of 

personality type agreeableness. RGB 

colour distribution of sample 50 images for the 

consciousness type personality shown in Fig. 8 

Respectively Fig. 9 defines the RGB 

colour distribution of sample 50 images for the 

personality type Neuroticism.  

 
 

(a). hue saturation values for extraversion images 

 

 
(b). hue saturation values for Conscientiousness images 

 

 
(c). hue saturation values for Neuroticism images 
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(d). hue saturation values for agreeableness images 

 

 
(e). hue saturation values for Neuroticism images 

Figure. 10  represents the hue saturation values for each 

personality traits. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 Personality prediction can be done using over 
different set of features, using a neural convolution 
network based on two different architectures with a set of 
features. We have proposed a model able to determine 
personality traits from the user profile. The idea of deep 
learning models was then co-focused in an incremental 
way, to increasingly add samples to the training. Two 
models were applied in depth to fully interconnected 
multi-layer perception and a convolution neural network 
such repeated pattern of training stages and can also 
deliver high results to conventional methods as well as 
ground level training. Relu is the most commonly used 
activation function due to lesser computational costs and 
fair use of hidden layers. Validation accuracy has been 
improved by increasing the training parameters for 
convolutional neural network. Comparing the two 
architecture of VGG-69 the second architecture 
outperforms the prediction accuracy.  
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